SAG AWARDS® RECORD HOLDERS

INDIVIDUAL RECORD HOLDERS

MOST ACTORS® RECEIVED

JULIA LOUIS-DREYFUS – 9 Actors® (5 for individual performances and 4 for ensemble performances)
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “VEEP”

MOST ACTOR® NOMINATIONS

EDIE FALCO – 22 Actor® Nominations (14 for individual performances, 8 for ensemble performances)
Previous Actors®:

Previous Actor® nominations:
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”

ENSEMBLE RECORD HOLDERS

MOST ACTORS® RECEIVED

A tie:
ER – 4 Actors®
MODERN FAMILY – 4 Actors®

MOST ACTOR® NOMINATIONS

FRASIER – 10 Actor® Nominations

ESOT WINNERS FOR ACTING (EMMY®, SAG AWARD®, OSCAR®, TONY®)

VIOLA DAVIS
JEREMY IRONS
JESSICA LANGE
FRANCES McDORMAND
HELEN MIRREN
AL PACINO
CHRISTOPHER PLUMMER
VANESSA REDGRAVE
GEOFFREY RUSH
MAGGIE SMITH
MOST ACTOR® NOMINATIONS IN A SINGLE YEAR

A tie:
CHADWICK BOSEMAN** 4 Actor® Nominations in 2021 (2 for individual performances, 2 for cast performances)
MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”
MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”
MALE LEAD – “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”
MALE SUPPORT – “Da 5 Bloods”
**Boseman is the first Actor to earn 4 Actor® Nominations in a single year all for Motion Pictures

JAMIE FOXX – 4 Actor® Nominations in 2005 (3 for individual performances, 1 for cast performance)
MALE LEAD – “Ray”
MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Ray”
MALE SUPPORT – “Collateral”
MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Redemption: The Stan Tookie Williams Story”

MAGGIE SMITH – 4 Actor® Nominations in 2013 (2 for individual performances, 2 for ensemble performances)
FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel”
MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel”
FEMALE DRAMA – “Downton Abbey”
DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

ACTORS HONORED WITH ACTOR® STATUETTES FOR SEPARATE PERFORMANCES IN A SINGLE YEAR

MAHERSHALA ALI
2017 – MALE SUPPORT – “Moonlight”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”

STERLING K. BROWN
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

STEVE CARELL
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”
2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Office”

BRYAN CRANSTON
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
2013 – MALE DRAMA – “Breaking Bad”

IDRIS ELBA
2016 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Luther”
2016 – MALE SUPPORT – “Beasts of No Nation”

ALBERT FINNEY

BRAD GARETT
2003 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Everybody Loves Raymond”
2003 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Gleason”
HELEN MIRREN
2007 – FEMALE LEAD – "The Queen"
2007 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– "Elizabeth I"

GARY SINISE
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – "Apollo 13"
1996 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– "Truman"